
The Verdant VX Thermostat
Is Now Certified For Hilton
Connected Room

Guests who stay at Hilton Connected Room-enabled properties will soon be able to use the Hilton
Honors app to manage most things they would traditionally do manually in a room, such as
controlling the temperature, lighting, and TV. 

Verdant thermostats are one of the first approved for Hilton Connected Room and come with
powerful energy management features to save energy while guestrooms are unoccupied. 

Manage and Monitor Your Rooms
From Anywhere
The Verdant VX Series Hilton Connected Room Thermostat gives hotel
operators the ability to remotely manage their guestroom thermostats
from any internet connected device, 24/7. 

Timely alerts help engineering
and maintenance teams
diagnose inefficient HVAC
equipment without disrupting
guests. 

Housekeeping staff can use
real-time room occupancy
status to coordinate
housekeeping duties. 



Already have a Verdant
thermostat?
Most Verdant VX series thermostats can be upgraded to be
Hilton Connected Room compatible with the addition of a
small Zigbee module that plugs into the thermostat, hidden
from the view of guests. 

Ideal for properties with existing
thermostats or wiring in the wall 

Best for properties with no wiring or
poor existing thermostat location 

Decide in the field to deploy with or
without wire 

Wired Wireless Hybrid
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Energy Saving Features

Hardware to Suit Any Need

Fully configurable energy saving features reduce HVAC related energy consumption by up to 40% without
compromising the comfort of guests. 

Whether you're retrofitting an existing property or breaking ground on a brand
new hotel, we've got hardware suited to your needs. 

Temperature Setback automatically adjusts the

temperature when the room is unoccupied in order

to save energy. 

Flexible Setbacks/Dynamic Recovery ensures that

the guest's chosen temperature for rooms is always

restored within a predetermined period of time. 

Setback Limits allow maximum and minimum room

temperature to be set when rooms are empty. 

Set Point Limits  prevents guests from setting

room temperature above/below a predetermined

temperature. 




